Self-controlled super-selective arterial spin labelling.
Arterial spin labelling (ASL) is a method of non-contrast-enhanced perfusion imaging that is generally based on the acquisition of two images which must be subtracted in order to obtain perfusion-weighted images. This is also the case for some flow territory mapping approaches that require the acquisition of two images for each artery of interest, thereby prolonging scan time and yielding largely redundant information. The aim of this study is to accelerate flow territory mapping using ASL by eliminating the acquisition of a control condition. Using super-selective ASL, only one artery of interest is tagged, while the contralateral arteries are in a state similar to the control condition. By using an arithmetic combination of the label images of all territories, selective images of flow territories can be obtained without the need to acquire an additional control condition. This approach for obtaining artery-selective perfusion-weighted images without acquiring a control condition is presented in this study and is referred to as "self-controlled super-selective ASL". Quantitative perfusion measurements were similar to conventional super-selective and non-selective perfusion imaging across all subjects. Super-selective arterial spin labelling can be performed without acquiring a control image. • An accelerated method of flow territory mapping is presented. • Super-selective arterial spin labelling is performed without a control condition. • A new approach for calculating individual flow territories is presented. • The presented technique is compared to established approaches. • The outcome is similar to that using conventional techniques.